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ABSTRACT 

the model of Haskell for explosion source time 

functions and spectra fails to satisfy data in the 

short-period band recorded teleseismically from the 

three Amchitka Island underground nuclear tests: 

LONG SHOT, MILROW and CANNIKAN. A more recent model 

due to Mueller and Murphy satisfies the data quite 

well. The difference in the two models is basically in 

the falloff at high frequencies. A simple revision of 

Haskell*s model produces waveforms and spectra nearly 

identical to ones from Mueller and Murphy»s model. 

This revision requires velocity waveforms to have a 

rise time of extremely short duration at the elastic 

boundary, a premise validated by actual near-field 
measurements, 

Waveforms are derived from the revised Haskell 

model and the Mueller and Murphy mod^l and illustrated 

for pressure at the elastic boundary, reduced displace- 

ment potential at the elastic boundary, and far-field 

displacement. Corresponding spectra are derived and 
illustrated. 
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SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS WORK ON SOURCE 

SPECTRA AND YIELD SCALING 

The response of an infinite hoaogeneous elastic 

medium to a pressure function acting on the boundary of 

a spherical cavity has a well-known solution (e.g., 

Sharpe, 1942; Blake, 19S2). The solution for simple 

time functions of pressure such as a step or a decay- 

ing pulse are straightforward. Recently attempts have 

been made to model the exact source time function for 

nuclear detonations with the aid of close-in empirical 

measurements. Among other reasons, we feel it is 

imperative to obtain a nearly exact model for the source 

function so that spectral ratios applied to the short- 

period band, from 0,2 to 5 cps, can be formed and 

analyzed in an intelligent manner for purposes of 

discrimination. 

Haskell (1967) formulated the source spectrum of 

an explosion by fitting a parameterized function to 

actual displacement potential functions calculated from 

measurements just outside the elastic radius of under- 

ground nuclear explosions. The function used results 

in a far-field displacement spectrum which is asymptotic 

as the inverse of the fourth power of frequency (von 

Seggern and Lambert, 1970), This falloff entails a 

high-frequency scaling of displacement inversely pro- 

portional to the cube root of yield (i.e., large 

explosions emit less high frequency energy than small 

explosions) and a low-frequency scaling of displacement 

proportional to yield. 



Mueller and Murphy (1971) have foraulated a aodel 

based on theoretical considerations of the aediun 

response to an explosive source near the surface. The 

theoretical underpinnings are basically those of Sharpe 

(1942) and Blake (19S2). The far-field displacenent 

spcctrun fro» these nodels is asynptotic as the inverse 

of the square of frequency for high frequencies. This 

entails a high-frequency scaling of displacenent 

directly proportional to the cube root of yield, in 

contrast to llaskell*s nodel. The low-frequency scaling 

is the sane as for HaskelPs;that is, displacenent is 

proportional to yield. 

The purpose of this report is to conpare the two 

models to data taken from teleseismic recordings of 

the three Amchitka Island underground tests. A full 

development of explosion functions will be made after 

reviewing the data; this will include representations 

for the pressure and displacement potential at the 

elastic radius of the explosion, the far-field dis- 

placement, and the spectrum of each of these functions. 

In this report we exclude the effects of the free 

surface on the theoretical source functions, and for 

comparison with theory we attempt to remove the free 

surface effects in the data. 

/ 



BOOy-WAVB SCALING FOR ANCHITU ISLAND TESTS 

ScallM of fir»t «otion aMlltiid»« for LONG SHOT. 

MIHOW. ffld CAHNIKAN 

No will compm tht MtMurod rtlttlvt Mplitudes 
of tho P-wovo for the throt Aachitka Island tests with 
values calculated fro« the two theoretical scaling 
foraulas under consideration. The reported yields of 

the three explosions are: LONG SHOT, 80 kt; NILROW, 

1000 kt; CANNIKAN, S000 kt. In order to avoid the 
effects of the reflection fro« the surface, which is 

delayed approxinately a half second relative to the 
initial pulse for LONG SHOT (Cohen, 1969) and «ore for 
the other two shots, we «ust use the unbiased auplitudes 
of the initial upward ground notion at the receiver. 

By «easuring this first quarter-cycle at several comnon 

stations, von Seggern and Lanbert (1971) deterained the 
ratio of MILRON to LONG SHOT a«plitude to be 6.49. We 

have repeated the sa«e procedure with CANNIKAN and 
MILRON at seven comon stations for which data could 
be obtained at the Seisnic Data Laboratory; the «easure- 
«ents are listed in Table I. The average ratio of 
CANNIKAN to MILRON aeplitude is thus estimated to be 

2.S6. 

Fro« Haskell's scaling theory for granite, we can 

calculate using the displaceuent spectru« formula as 

given by von Seggern and La«bert (1970) the relative 

aeplitudes at a frequency of one cps. Fro« Haskell's 
work, one is not able to account for the effects of 

s«all changes in «ediu« properties. The granite scaling 

i 



TABLE I 

Station 
Cannikan 
Milrow 

LAO 2.59 

KN 2.36 

RK 2.63 

CR 2.47 

HN 2.01 

BE 3.16 

TFO 2.70 

Average 2.56 

Standard Deviation .35 

<? 



is used because the Aiachitka tests apparently follow the 

"hard rock" Magnitude•yield scaling at NTS (von Seggern 

and Lambert, 1971). The amplitude ratios are calculated 

at one cps because this agrees fairly well with the 

period of the first cycle of motion at all the stations 

for all three shots. There is a slight shift to lower 

frequencies for increasing yield though. The scaling 

ratio between two shots in granite at 1 cps is given 

by: 

u2  Y2  (1 ♦ 4IT
2
G
2
Y^

/3
 A21    (1 ♦ 4TT

2
G
2
Y
2/3

J
5
 
2 

*! " ^T    [1  MUVY^ A2]1'*    (I  *  4*2C2YPl5/2 (1) 

where 

u ■ vertical displacement in far field 
Y - yield 

G * .OlftS - constant for granite 

A ■ 1 ♦ 24B 
B « .24 - constant for granite. 

Calculations using (1> give a ratio of MILROW to LONG 

SHOT amplitude of 6.58 and a ratio of CANNIKAN to 

MILROW amplitude of 1.51. 

The scaling theory of Mueller and Murphy (1971) 

involves considerably more terms which must be esti- 

mated from available data. Their scaling relation 

between two shots in different media at different 

depths at 1 cps is given by: 

-fe 
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16IT^ ♦  (1-2S2)4IT^2 ♦ ü)O2 J 

where 

r , ■ elastic radius 
el 

c  ■ compressional-wave velocity 
\i      '  rigidity modulus 

"o ' c/rel 
3  - (X ♦ 2M)/4M (X is Lame's constant) 

a  - küi (k being approximately 2 for granite) 

p  - 1.5 pgh (p is density, g is gravitational 
OS 

acceleration, and h is depth) 

p  - (4M/3)(rc/rel)
3(rc is final cavity radius). 

The value p t is the initial pressure, and poc is the 

residual pressure at large t. Several assumptions must 

be made now. We first assume X = 2M thus making ß « 1. 

This implies that Poisson's ratio is equal to .33, a 

value more suited to rocks at shallow depth than .25. 

We assume that rel scales exactly as the cube root of 

yield, and that rc/rel equals 0.1. Both these assump- 

tions are reasonable approximations (Mueller and 

Murphy, 1971). For the LONG SHOT site, we use c = 3.5 

km/sec as indicated by the velocity log at the LONG 

SHOT site (Lambert et al., 1969). For the MILROW site, 

we use c = 4.0 km/sec as indicated by the velocity log 

prepared by Snyder (1969). We do not as yet know the 

(2) 
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the velocity at the CANNIKAN site; but, using an accepted 

velocity-depth law of v ■ v0 ♦ a(h-h0) where v is the 
estimated Velocity for the CANNIKAN test at 1.8 km depth, 

v0 is the MILROW velocity at its 1.2 km depth, and . 

a ■ 1 km/sec/km, we obtain a velocity of 4,6 km/sec for 

CANNIKAN. Using the relation X ■ 2w, we can calculate 
the rigidity moduli for all three sites: LONG SHOT, 7,4; 

MILROW, 1.6; CANNIKAN, 12.7, To calculate the peak pres- 

sures, pos, we use p - 2,4 gm/cc at all three sites as 

indicated by the fairly constant density-depth profile 

at the LONG SHOT site (Lambert et al,, 1969). The 

remainder of the parameters in (2), a, w , and p , can 

now be calculated. Application of (2) then to the three 

tests results in predicted amplitude ratios of MILROW 

to LONG SHOT of 7,57 and of CANNIKAN to MILROW of 2.36. 

Table II summarizes the observed and calculated 

amplitude ratios. Both the scaling relations of Haskell 

and Mueller and Murphy agree with the actual MILROW to 

LONG SHOT amplitudes quite well. For CANNIKAN to MILROW, 

however, Haskell's scaling is significantly in error 

while that of Mueller and Murphy agrees very well with 

the data. Together with the RK-ON spectral ratios for 

LONG SHOT/MILROW due to Sax (1972), it was in fact the 

failure of Haskell's scaling theory to correctly predict 

the CANNIKAN amplitude which initiated this study. 

For three reasons the above comparisons cannot be 

entirely convincing in supporting Mueller and Murphy's 

scaling relation over iiaskell*s. Firstly, the change in 

the spectral shape with increasing yield in conjunction 

with the frequency response of the recording systems 

A«- 



TABLK II 

Measured Data 

Ilaskell's Model 

Mueller 5 Murphy's 
Model 7.57 

M 
L 
ilrow 
ong Shot 

Cannik 
Milrow 

an 

Ratio Log (Ratio) Ratio Log (Ratio) 

6.49 .81 2.56 .41 

5.61 .75 1.28 .11 

.88 2.36 .37 



may distort the measured relative amplitudes at 1 cps; 
however we have estimated that this effect cannot be 
more than 0.1 or 0.2 in the logarithm. Secondly, the 
number of assumptions and estimations required in 

applying Mueller and Murphy's scaling relation calls 
for considerable error limits on its results. Thirdly, 

Haskell's theory allows for no comparison between shots 
at different depths and in media other than the four 

which he examined and is therefore not a general scaling 

theory. 

P-wavc sncctral ratios at RK«ON 

To reinforce the results of tho comparison using 

initial P-wavc amplitude data, we will examine the 
entire short period hand of the recorded P*waves from 

MlLROk and LONG «IMIT and compare this with spectral 

calculations from the two scaling relations« 

Sped Heal lyt we examine the spectra of LOMi SHOT 
and NILROW F waves at RK*09i as shown hy vwn «»eggern and 
Lamhert (1971). these unsnoothed spectra «re corrected for 

noise hy »uhtractlng out tn«. «psctrum of a noNr »ample 

Just preceding the signals* IN>iil was chosen nnong the 
■any stations In that report hecauie the signal Is «Iwve 

the n^lse out to S cps at least for IMG *IWI, and 
hecause the Modulation of the spectra hy the surface 

reflection Is nearly Ideally shown In hoth ctises» ie 

can remm» the effect of the surface reflection when we 

merely smooth over tkese modulations hy connecting 

adjacent spectral peaks with straight lln^s to get the 
spectra shown In figure I« Nwn these smoothed spectra. 
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MO CMlcuUt« Mplltiule ratio» of NILKOM lo L0K6 SIIOT at 
O.S cp» Intorval» and plot then a» In IIfuro 2. In 
addition, the anplltiidv ratio at long periods can he 
obtained fro« the natch filter nethod for Raylolgh wavess 
von 'eggern and l.anhert report thi« to he I.S at iUC*OM9 
and we plot this» at .»S cpi In llgure 2. Using HaikollS 
scaling relation for i« and 1000 kt shots In granite, 
tie conpute the spectral ratios shown In Figure 2. Using 
a revision of HasfcelPs «odel to give a falloff at high 
freiiuencles proportional to the inverse of freiiiMncr 
SHuared as In Mueller and MurphyS nodel, we calculate 
the ratios shown In Figure 2 which agree rtaarkahl}» 
well with the actunl data. (Ihls revision will he 
discussed In the nest section, hut Its feni Is nearlr 
equivalent to Mueller and Murphj^s, *** « ««»• «ten- 
sion of eiiuatlon Cl| across the hand linn ••$ t« I cps 
would produce a line nearlr Identical to the solid 

one shown In Figure 2«| 

The results «I conparing spectral ratios at one 
station and first notIon anplltudes at several stations 
together affirn the vallditr «f the nodel off Ihitller 
and Murphr and cast douht on the valldltf of llUskellvs 
nodel« In the neat section we will delineate tne 
essential physical differences of the esploslve source 
nechanisn as inferred hy the two nodels and develop 
general foras for representing the source tine functionf 

and spectra» 

/6 
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GKNilALUKII rORNS im ilHLOSIVH SlMIHll 

llasktll CI9i7| ronMlattdkli nmltl hf flttliig «uftr* 
of tlwp in« 

i 

ttlitr« #H I» tli« «syii|»tollif value for large t. to rcduet«! 
4li|ila€eiieNt fieteatlals calcttlate«! fron «lata takea just 
OMislda tbe elastic ra^liii of several uailergreyNil auclear 
«leleiiatieas. As stated by hl», the forw of tills ruactle« 
was ebeiea so as to uake aisplaceiwRta veloifltr» aa<l 
acceleratlea fuactleas coatlaiMNt« at t • <l (t Is tke 
retaNed tine referreil to tke elastic houadarrl* llils 
entails« as ikewa by VON Megger« aail Laobert 11970}t 

tbe w*4 AepeiMleNce at klgk rffe«|«ieNCles for tke far- 
riel«l aisplacewat sfwctroii. Ilaskell*« corves accorillog 
to Mi are afipareatlr excellent fits to tke «lata he 
skoos. tfe refirothice kls ^«Mipir for a granlt« neJIun In 
Plgurv 3« However, note that a» the beginning of the 
oavefofn, which Is the critical aiea In relation to the 
fallofr of the hlgh*rre(|iiencr portion ttf the ipectrun, 
his analytic «urve has a slope significantly les» than 
the real slope, lie feel that llaskell's re«|ulrenenl of 
continuous accelentlon anil vrloclly at the elastic 
rail us Is physically tu» strong, and l he re f tire we can 

// 
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taftly MSUM tht sort idtalistd cast whtrt acceleration 
and «van velocity are diicontinuout at the elastic 
boundary of the «ediun surrounding the explosion. These 
■ay not be the exact discontinuities, but the juap should 
occur in a tine span which is nearly instantaneous relative 
to the frequency band under consideration. We show in 
Pifuro 4 a reproduction of a particle velocity neasure- 
■rat outside the olaatic boundary of the GASBUGGY shot 
(Nrrot, 1N0). The velocity takes a large initial 
Jiap in approxiaately .01 seconds; this iaplies that 
for frequencies loss than approxiaately 100 cpst the 
apoctnaa is that of an inpulse, i.e., flat. In contrast, 
Haakoll would require particle velocity to be a reap- 
like function which iaplies an y*2 falloff for high 
frtqaoaclos in the spoctrua. 

■eviaioa «f MMk«li.. -^i 

By reaoving the quartic and cubic tens froa (S), 
wo roaovo the constraints of continuous acceleration 
tad velocity in the near field. Then wo propose a 
source aodol by fitting the function 

tftl 
TT*T • I ••*kt|l ♦ kt • BCkt)2| C4) 

to the aaae data as used by Naskoll. POr the granite 
case in particular, we get values of k ■ 10.0 and 
B • t.f4 by requiring that (4) fit the peak of the 

JLC 
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measured potential and the asymptotic long-term value *(«). 

Several calculated points of this curve are shown in Figure 3. 

The reduced displacement potential (4) and the pres- 

sure function on the elastic radius are related by 
(Rodean, equation 4,17): 

^r^'-^ ^-£l~^m.       (s) 
rcl 

Using (4) in (5), we obtain 

3 

4pb*>0) 

rel -kt     ? 
2  cT(t) = c Kt[B(kt)2 . Akt ♦ 2B1 ♦ 1 (6) 

where A = 2B + 1, and we have assumed k = c/r . 

and, with A = 2p, k = 2b/rel. By equation 4.22 of 

Rodean (1971), we have for w small in the frequency 

domain or t large in the time domain: 

n») = ills- (7) 

Applying this relation to (6) results in: 

JL rrf^      -   "Kt, 
P ^oc 

«(t) = e-kt[B(kt)2 - Akt * 2B] ♦ 1 (8) 

-»- 
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if we continue the previous assumption of X - 2y and thus 

c = 4b . We desire an expression for the far-field dis- 

placement also; this can be derived from the reduced 

displacement potential (4) if we employ this relation 
(Rodean, equation 4,16): 

FFT " " % -at— + 7 f-Ft > W 

For the far-field displacement, we ignore the second 
term in (9) and thus have 

dim] 

Substituting (4) in (10) then gives 

rr 
-el u(t) = kt e"kt[A - Bkt] (ID 

where again k = c/rel is assumed. 

Equations (8), (4), and (11) give the pressure, 

reduced displacement potential, and far-field displace- 

ment waveforms. The parameter k is medium dependent; and 

we assume as did Haskell, that it scales as the inverse cube 

root of the yield Y, B is a medium-dependent; parameter 

•Tit- 
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which defines the Mount of overshoot in reduced die* 
plsceaent potentisl wsvefora. In Figure Se, Sb9 end Sc, 
we show (8), (4), and (11), respectively ts • function 
of the dinensionless ptraneter kt for five vslues of 
B: 0, 1, 2, 3, end 4. The csse 1 - 2 for the reduced 
potentials in Figure Sb closely corresponds with the 
fit of (4) to the granite data of Haskell in Figure 9 
when B was calculated to be 2.04. It appears that 
equation (4) then can fit observed potentials as well 
as Haskell»s original function, equation (3). Not only 
does the elinination of quartic and cubic terns fron 
Haskell «s function produce a «ore physically satisfying 
function as explained above, but it does so without 
suffering any loss of fitting capability. 

Spectra of the above three functions for pressure 
at the elastic radius, reduced potential at this radius, 
and far-field displaceaent can be derived. No start 
with the reduced potential (4); the Fourier transfon 
is straightforward, but tedious, and the final fern 
only is given: 

•1*C ' C(w/k)' ♦ 1JV* (12) 

Rodean (equation 4.19) gives the relation between the 
pressure spectrua o(«) and *(«») as 

'i»- 
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Figure Sa. Pressure wsveforas at the elastic boundary calculated fro« 
revised Haskell*s aodel. 
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figure 6b. Reduced displacemnt potential spectra at the clastic 
boundary calculated froa revised llaskell's nodel. 
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Figure 6c, Far-field displacement spectra calculated from 
revised Haskell's model. 
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functions of the dimensionloss paramotor w/k for fi values 
of 0, 1, 2,  3, and 4. Note that the required w  falloff 
of the displacement spectra at high frequencies is present 

and that the overshoot in the displacement spectra is 

proportional to B. 

Mueller and Murphy^ formulation 

Mueller and Murphy (1971) take a slightly different 

approach in deriving scaling relations. They assume the 
arbitrary form 

ji-oCt) = p e^V ♦ 1 (18) poc 

for the pressure at the elastic radius where p = PQ/PQC 
and p,, = p„0 - pnr%  (p„e and pnr,  are defined as for 1o  ros  roc vros    roc 
equation (2)) whereas Haskell began with an arbitrary 

form for reduced displacement potential. To derive the 

reduced displacement potential from the pressure func- 

tion, we transform (18) into the frequency domain, 
apply equation (13), and inverse transform back to the 

time domain to get the reduced potential function. 
Inverse transforms ^,011 and #,101 in Nixon (1960) are 

employed with the damping coefficient set to one-half. 
The reduction is straightforward, but again tedious, 
and we give only the final result: 

1 Kt) = e-wot/2 {.577[Ei2«^l . !, sin(.866V) 
1-a+a 

" [ ■ ■ f- -y •*• 1] COs(.86f)uj t)} (19) ■ ^ 7 •*• 1] COs(.86f)uj t)} 
1-a+a 0 

—*-—^ e  0 + 1 
•a+a 

-1*- 
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The far-field displacoMont is ohtiiinvd by use of (10) •» 
before: 

u(t) - e"uot/2 ( . Bg ■ co»(,ll66u0t) 

-1.154  (PW2;1)  - ll»ln(.866w t)» 
l-tt*a- 0 

The pressure (18) could be plotted as a function of the 

dimension less paraHOterou^t, but the reduced displaccmont 

potential (19) and the far-field displaceiient (20) cannot. 

Thus in fitting observed reduced potentials, Mueller and 

Murphy's formulation requires the additional parameter a 

to be estimated. The parameter au corresponds to k in 

ilaskell's formulation, and the parameter p here corresponds 

to his 2B. In Figures 7a, 7b and 7c, we show the plots 

of (18), (19), and (20), respectively, as a function of 

u0t for a ■ 2 when p is assigned values of 0, 1, 2, 3, 

and 4. Several other values of a were used, but a ■ 2 

is the value Mueller and Murphy suggest for rhyolitc, 

which is compositionally close to granite. For a ■ 2 and 

p = 4 in the reduced potentials of Figure 7b, the curve 

closely corresponds to the revised ilaskell potential in 

Figure 5b when B is taken to be 2, approximately the 

value we obtained when fitting (4) to the granite data 

shown in Figure 3, This shows the analogy of p to 2B. 

Spectra of the above functions for Mueller and 

Murphy's model can be obtained by starting with the 

easily transformable pressure function (18), The 

resulting pressure spectrum is: 
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Figure 7a. Pressure waveforms at the elastic boundary 
calculated from Mueller and Murphy's model. 
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Figure 7b, Reduced displacement potential waveforms at the 
elastic boundary calculated from Mueller and Murphy's model, 
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Figure  7c,   Far-field  displacement waveforms   at  the  elastic 
boundary calculated  from Mueller  and Murphy's model. 
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1/2- 

I 0(a)) = Cw/u)0) 
(p+l)

2(a)/uJo)
2 + a2 

(aj/ü)o)  + a (21) 

The reduced potential spectrum follows by applica- 
tion of (14): 1/2 

el fFT 
l ^ (w) = (w/u)o) 

-1 (p+l)2^/^)2 + a2 

r /  %2 ,  2 

{[l - C^)2] * C^-)2) 
a       o 

1/2 

The far-field displacement spectrum follows from 

(22) by application of (16): 

.11/2 
cr Iu(a3) 

(p+l)
2(uJ/Wo)

2 + a
2 

_ , 2 2"—* 
(a)/a)o)  + a 

9 2      , -1/2 
{[I - (^)2] - C--)2} "to 

(22) 

(23) 

Note that, as for the corresponding time functions, 

the pressure spectrum (21) could be manipulated to be 

a function of the variable acü/w whereas the reduced 

potential spectrum (22) and displacement spectrum (23) 

cannot. In Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c we plot (21), (22), 

and (23), respectively, for a = 2 with p set from 0 to 

4 again. Comparison of Figure 8c with p = 4 to Figure 6c 

with B = 2 shows the similarity of the revised Haskell 

model and the Mueller and Murphy model for a granite- 

rhyolite medium. 
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Figure 8a, Pressure spectra at the elastic boundary calculated 
from Mueller and Murphy's model. 
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DISCUSSION 

Using teleseisaic data, we have shown that a nodel 

for the explosion source function which entails a far- 

field displacement spectrum that is inversely proper« 

tional to w at high frequencies is the proper choice. 

Mueller and Murphy (1971) have already verified this 

model using near-field data. Haskell*s requirement 

that acceleration and velocity to be continuous at the 

elastic boundary around the explosion is unnecessary; 

they certainly can be considered as discontinuous for 

any part of the spectrum capable of being measured 

teleseismically. We mention that the w"2 dependence at 

high frequencies is characteristic of earthquake 

models also (Aki, 1967; Brune, 1970). 

^ We have revised Haskell's formulation to obtain an 

w" model and found that the fit to observed potentials 

is apparently as good as with his original u"4 model. 

We have used Mueller and Murphy's formulation for the 

pressure function at the elastic radius to derive 

reduced potential and far-field displacement waveforms. 

Waveforms and spectra for the two oT2 models are similar. 

Observed waveforms can be fit by adjusting the para- 

meters in either model, and this will be the subject 

of a future report. Especially important is estimation 

of the parameter p (or B) which is the ratio of the 

overshoot pressure po to the residual pressure p  at 

the elastic boundary. This value controls the peak in 

the far-field spectra and affects spectral ratios in 

the band around 1 cps. These pressures can be estimated 

J#- 
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using tht rtlationt in tqtMtion (2) at taktn fro« Mutlltr 
and Nurphy. Tht paranttor M0 alto controls tho spoctral 
shapo noar 1 cps, but its äfftet is predictablt sines 
u - c/r9l and r9l scalas as tht cubt root of yitld 
whtn dttonation dtpths art tqual (Nutlltr and Murphy» 

1971). 
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